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Thank you to Ills. Sir Toby Thomas,
The title preceding the name of a Shriner who is serving, or has
served, as a Potentate of his temple is Illustrious Sir. It is an honor
for those few who have served
our Shrinedom with Time,
“The Reward of a thing well
Devotion, and Care. It is not
done is having done it”
something that should be tak-Ralph Waldo Emerson
en lightly as it is a position
ripe with responsibility and challenges that few understand. Some of
our most distinguished members of our Temple have served in this
position, and we thank each and every one of them for their exceptional service. As 2021 comes to an end, we owe another one of our
Nobles a hearty THANK YOU for taking on this position. The past
year has been one of the most challenging years in Sabbar history and
Ills Sir Toby Thomas handled it with the grace and professionalism
that we trusted he would when we elected him into the Potentate’s
Chair.
As Ills. Sir Thomas takes his place back among the craft we owe him
a debt of gratitude and wish him and Lady Kim the very best. We
know that he will continue to serve Sabbar honorable in the coming
years and will continue to help us grow. Sabbar is a better place due
to his service. Thank you Ills Sir for your service in 2021!

Sabbar Shrine Nobles
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Past Potentates Divan Nobles all

Thank you again. Congratulations to the new officers of
2021 is over and I would like to thank you all for the op- the 2022 Divan. Im looking forward to what you bring to
portunity to serve as Potentate for Sabbar. the shrine. Roger, Art, Gus, Jim, Andy, Steve, and Lew
you are a great choice for the job. I would like to thank
It was an honor.
Joe and Jim H for the hard work you have done over the
With the obstacles we had to navigate through it wasn't years serving the Nobles and divan,
an easy one but with the help and dedication of a few of
you Nobles we were able to accomplish them. I definitely I would like to say the proceeds from the sale of the
building have been put into investment accounts with
couldn't have done it alone without you.
Morgan Stanley. We will continue to meet at the KC
building in the upcoming year. It has been working well.
Has much fun as this year was I'm looking forward to
working on the other side of the podium this year.
Thank you to all
Fraternally,

Toby Thomas
2021 Potentate
Sabbar Shrine
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Potentate

Roger "DoK" Biede II (Carla)
pote@sabbarshriners.org
520-240-5179

Chief Rabban

Art del Cueto (Zulma)
cr@sabbarshriners.org
520-403-2351

Assistant Rabban
Gus Portillo (Veronica)
ar@sabbarshriners.org
520-437-1106

High Priest and Prophet

APPOINTED DIVAN AND STAFF
Captain of the Guard
Elliott Koeppen (Mildred) 520-622-4965
Chaplain/ Black Camel
Jim Boles (Betty) 520-404-5046
Chief Aide
Jerry Shultz (Jette) 520-869-4989
Dir. Of Units and Clubs
Bil Burkel (Marcey) 520-747-2058
Facebook/Website
Randy "Googy'' Van Norstrand IV (LeAnn)
520-270-1041

Jim Pokorny (LuAnn)
hpp@sabbarshriners.org
520-808-5843

Hospital Transportation Chairman
Van Elrod, PP (Mary Anne) 520-744-2974

Oriental Guide

Ins. Comm. Chairman
Bart Long (Lynn) 520-512-1862

Andrew Schot (JoAnn)
og@sabbarshriners.org
520-790-2907

Recorder

Lou "Shorty" Ivey (Mary)
recorder@sabbarshriners.org
520-850-3082

Treasurer

Stephen Lamb (Linda)
treasurer@sabbarshriners.org
520-797-6844

Master of Ceremonies
Van Elrod, PP (Mary Anne) 520-744 -2974
Membership Chairman
Roger Biede Ill, (Kristy) 510-418-3959
Outer Guard
Bob Shrager
Parade Coordinator
Tim Alphin, PP ({Betty) 520-272-8239
Parliamentarian
Sid Leluan (Debbie) 520-325-1122
Sabbar Shrine Attorney
Royal G. Bouschor, II 520-906-1678
Temple Topics Editor
Peggy Atchley 520-907-6213
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Brothers. Nobles all.
What a season! The night parades have been so amazing
to see! IT IS GREAT TO SEE SO MANY KIDS OUT
AN D AT T EN DIN G T HES E P AR A DES .
Incredible! I think that everyone enjoys all the small cars
dressed in lights and this parade season is no exception.
They were beautiful and the attendees sure enjoyed our
show! Parades have always been one of the best ways for
Shriners to advertise our message of fun and service to
the Community and showings like these last couple
parades will do much to further our mission. Thanks to
all who participated.

Nobles and our families.
The Shriners have always
been a large family and
the more we can include
our loved ones the better
for the entire institution.
Potentate’s Reception will
be on February 12th at
the Knights of Columbus
building, the very first
held at our new building.
Feel free to dress formal
but it will be a Western
themed event with food
from my favorite local Mexican restaurant. The band I
am looking out excels in Country music but will also
play all of our favorites. Be sure to wear your dancing
boots or shoes as it will be a great event.

The Family picnic at Reid Park and visit to the Zoo
turned out to be an amazing event and was enjoyed by all
that attended. The sixty plus Nobles and families who
attended were well fed and continue to talk about the
great time they had. Kudos to Ills Sir Jerry Shultz for
coming up with the idea for the event and following
through with great planning and execution. I look Much of the event will be paid for but we will have a
forward to planning move events that we can include suggested donation of $20 to offset some of the costs. I
really hope to see a crowded room filled with Nobles and
their Families. It is time for us to be a family once again.
RSVP for the Potentates reception will be up in January
but please mark your Calendars.
As the Potentate-Elect I am already thinking of the 2022
and beyond. I hope that you when you make plans to
attend our Shrine events in 2022 that you plan to include
your family as they are often welcome. As I said before,
the Shrine really is a large family and we plan on
embracing that now more than ever. We are here for
fun and fellowship, we are here for the Shriners
Children, and we are here for our families. Lets bring
them all together for fun in 2022!
I hope all the Nobles and families had a joyous Holiday
Season and a fulfilling New Year. God bless us everyone.
Yours in the faith.

Roger “DoK” Biede II
2022 Potentate-Elect
Sabbar Shrine
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His father, Bill, who became a Shriner in 1967, was
a member of Ali Ghan Shriners in Cumberland,
Maryland, and loved the fun and fellowship that
came with being a noble. He also enjoyed being a
member of the temple’s Motor Corps.
“He enjoyed being ‘one of the guys’,” Kerns said.
Kerns became a member of Ali Ghan Shriners in
2007. “It was one thing that my dad did in life that
I felt like I could emulate,” Kerns said. “I wanted
to follow in his shoes.” Like his father, Kerns enjoys the fun and fellowship. He loves clowning and
driving the little cars in the Motor Corps. As an experienced driver, Kerns typically leads the unit in parades,
zigzagging the figure-8s and making spectators laugh.
“The parades are really fun to me,” Kerns said. “But I
rarely smile, because I am concentrating so hard!”

model for him. She has been an Eastern Star and Daughter of the Nile for more than 50 years. In 2020, when
Kerns was Potentate, his mom served as his First Lady.
Although they weren’t able to host galas together as they
had hoped, they were proud to be able to lead their temple through the pandemic.

Being a Shriner, he said, means “Being able to share joy
through parading with my fraternal brothers when driving
the little yellow cars or clowning. It's a way to spread joy
to our communities and put a smile on a child's face,
knowing we are making a difference in children's lives.”
Serving the Fraternity and the Philanthropy
Following in his father’s footsteps also brought a new dimension into Kern’s life. Although his father never pursued leadership opportunities within Shrinedom, Kerns
held various roles for the Motor Corps. Then he was
asked to serve the temple’s leadership team; he was Potentate of Ali Ghan in 2020. Currently, he is the temple’s
treasurer. “You get this crazy idea you can help people!”
Kerns said with a smile. Kerns enjoys serving the philanthropy and is on the Board of Governors for the
Shriners Hospitals for Children location in Erie, Pennsylvania. “I feel like if you do something, you need to do it
right. You need to step above and beyond.”
A Positive Spirit Even During the Pandemic
Michael Kerns' mother, Theresa, has also been a role
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His motto is “Every day is a good day; just some are better than others.” With that positive spirit, Ali Ghan proceeded with a ballroom renovation that had begun early
in the year, before the coronavirus crisis. They also
found a way to move activities outdoors to their picnic
grounds and pavilion, allowing them to continue some
fundraising.
As First Lady, Theresa established a fund, named in
honor of Erie Shriners Hospital patient ambassador Sarah, that will award a $500 scholarship to a patient at
each of the three Shriners Hospi-tals facilities the temple
serves: Erie; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; and Ohio. “One
of my goals has always been to make my parents proud
of me,” Kerns said.
Shriners Legacy Program
Bill and Michael Kerns have registered as members of
the fraternity’s Legacy Program. As a Shriner, if you have
relatives who are also nobles, you can be honored and
recognized as a Legacy member

Greetings Nobles and Ladies,

Please be patient and know that we are working hard to
Well, another year has flown by. It’s been one for the make it happen.
books that’s for sure. The selling of our building went I would like to thank Illustrious Sir Toby Thomas and
rather smoothly and I would again like to thank all those the rest of the Divan for a great year! I know that Toby
that came down to help with the packing, selling and worked his you know what off to facilitate the sale of the
moving. There were quite a few that put in a lot of time Temple and all of the ins and outs that went along with
and effort to make it go as smoothly as possible.
that. I would also like to thank Illustrious Sir Van Elrod
I hope everyone had a great holidays and were able to for all the hard work he put in with finding us a place to
hold our meetings and a place to store our stuff.
enjoy it with friends and family.
As we venture into 2022, we will continue to seek out
properties for our future Temple. I feel we have a very
strong Divan and know that every effort will be made to
do so. We simply want to make sure that wherever we
end up will suit our needs and not put us back in the
same boat we were in. I know it’s frustrating to not have a
place to call our own right now, but we need to do our
due diligence in making sure it’s a good fit.
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I hope everyone has a wonderful and prosperous New
Year. Thank you for all that you do for our Shrine children!
Fraternally,

Jim “Korny” Pokorny
2022 High Priest and Prophet-Elect
Sabbar Shrine

The Covid virus, selling the building, modern technology
and a decline in men joining fraternities. Yes, those are
all obstacles we are facing. But we are SHRINERS and
in bad times we smile and put on a happy face. We may
be few now but we have quality instead of quantity and it
is our duty to ourselves, our predecessors and the children that count on us to make a difference. Now more
than ever, we unite and show the world just who we are.
There were times when many roamed within fraternities
and parades. There were mighty herds of Moose and
Elk, great flocks of Eagles, pride after pride of Lions. But
finest of all were the Shriners. Romping and laughing and
driving miniature cars in precision formation, the goldand-rhinestone trim on their bright red fezzes sparkling
in the sun, Truly, we are the most playful of all fraternal
organizations, the elite! Nobles! This is our battle cry, we
must go out and show the world everyday who we are.

The Shriners International Education Foundation
(SIEF) Noble Academy is a source of chapter operations education for the entire Masonic family, both
men and women members from appendant, allied and
affiliated bodies.
Through immersive virtual and in-person events, students have the opportunity to build knowledge in critical chapter operational areas and obtain practical skills
that they can apply to real-world scenarios to advance
their organization.
Adapting to an ever-changing world has proven challenging for many fraternal organizations. The Noble
Academy gives members of the Masonic family additional tools to both stay relevant and succeed in serving

Have men come and ask once again how they can join
and make a difference. We must make it hip, cool,
gnarly and rad to be Shriners again. This next year we
are all part of a huge unit, the make Shriners relevant
unit. When one noble is not available we must have the
“next noble up’ mentality. We must ALL step up. Let's
make it a great year. Lets learn again to love Sabbar
Shrine unconditionally. Shallow men dream, insightful
men see vision, as Shriners we will make our visions true!
FORWARD NOBLES!
Fraternally,

Arturo Del Cueto
2022 Chief Rabban-Elect
Sabbar Shrine

their communities, growing their membership and increasing their philanthropic efforts.
SIEF introduced the first Noble Academy component
in the fall of 2020 – the Membership and Marketing
Conference and Masters Class. In an effort to satisfy an
increasing demand for education, the Noble Academy
is excited to announce new education tracks in
accounting,
technology and
leadership
which are set to
launch in 20212022.
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What an amazingly interesting
year 2021.
The challenges that Sabbar
Shrine faced getting hit with a
world-wide pandemic, navigating the sale of our original
building, declining membership, and the lack of rentals
have really challenged the 2021
Divan.

The leadership that this Divan
has shown and the work they
have put in has made me
proud to be a part of it. Each
member of Sabbar’s Divan has
taken it personally and really
worked hard to lead our Shrine
to the best place possible.
I hope that the Nobility has
seen the work being put in and
recognizes their efforts. They
have truly set up the Shrine for
the future and I am confident
to say that the future is bright.

ue planning more activities for the craft.
Its an honor to have been elected as your Assistant
Stay tune for the incoming months and as you feel
Chief Rabban for the ensuing year, many projects and
more confident and relax going out, keep in mind to
lots of challenges ahead of us, after two plus years of
protect yourself and the people around you.
confinement, we are eager to get out there and continWe excited about the future and look forward to
achieving great things on this coming 2022.

Fraternally,

Gustavo Portillo
2022 Assistant Rabban-Elect
Sabbar Shrine
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Every affiliated Freemason in good standing has a
right to visit any other Lodge, wherever it may be, as
often as it may suit his pleasure or convenience; and
this is called, in Masonic law, the Right of Visit. It is
one of the most important of all Masonic privileges,
because it is based on the principle of the identity of
the Masonic Institution as one universal family, and is
the exponent of that well-known maxim that "in every
clime a Freemason may find a home, and in every
land a Brother." It has been so long and so universally admitted, that we have not hesitated to rank it
among the landmarks of the Order.

on special occasions, by various circumstances; but
any Master who shall refuse admission to a Freemason in good standing, who knocks at the door of his
Lodge, is expected to furnish some good and satisfactory reason for thus violating a Masonic right. If the
admission of the applicant, whether a member or
visitor, would, in his opinion, be attended with injurious consequences, such, for instance, as impairing
the harmony of the Lodge, a Master would then, we
presume, be justified in refusing admission.

Out without the existence of some such good reason,
Masonic jurists have always decided that the right of
The admitted doctrine on this subject is, that the right visitation is absolute and positive, and inures to every
of visit is one of the positive rights of every Freema- Freemason in his travels throughout the world (see
son, because Lodges are justly considered as only
this subject discussed in its fullest extent in Doctor
divisions for convenience of the universal Masonic
Mackey's revised Jurisprudence of Freemasonry).
family. The right may, of course, be lost, or forfeited ~ Mackey
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Since 1925 the East-West Shrine Bowl has
been more than just a football game.
It’s been a showcase for the next generation of NFL greats
and a priceless benefit for Shriners Children's. In 2022,
we're taking the game to the next level with a stronger alignment with the NFL. This alignment moves the game to
NFL's Pro Bowl week at Allegiant Stadium, home of the
Las Vegas Raiders.
TIMES
Gates: 2:30 p.m.
Doors: 3:30 p.m.
Game: 5:00 p.m.

Call for more information.

813-281-8686
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The George Washington Memorial Society comprises a select group of members who are dedicated to supporting the Memorial and its Mission. The purpose of the Society is to raise support for the George Washington Masonic National Memorial’s operations and to increase
awareness of the Memorial’s mission among Freemasons
and the wider community.
The emblem of the Society is a special version of the official crest of The George Washington Masonic National
Memorial Association. An image of the Memorial building
in the center of the emblem serves as an important reminder of the commitment that each member of the
George Washington Memorial Society has made.
Please note that GWMS membership is for individuals
only. Lodges are encouraged to consider the Society of
Washington Lodges, and other opportunities for support
are available for lodges and other organizations as well.
Charter Membership is conferred for contributions of
$1,000 or more to the Memorial with the membership
application, and $250 or more per year thereafter.
Your Memorial Society dues benefit our annual fund, and
are put to use to support the daily operations of the Memorial. To support the restoration work, consider an
additional contribution to the Landmark Century Campaign.

Andres Hernandez
Anezeh Shriners
Andres is treasurer of Anezeh Shriners and president of the Midas Shrine
Club. He served as chairman of the Anezeh Shriners golf tournament for four
years, an event that benefits Shriners Hospitals for Children — Mexico. His
involvement in other events, such as poker and domino tournaments, has
inspired other young men to become Shriners.
Noble Hernadez may look familiar. He appeared with a Shriners Children’s patient in a donor relations campaign
for the healthcare system.
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NASCAR driver Jesse Little just announced “Just to spice things up this offseason I am going to
jump out of my comfort zone and make a run at the Chili Bowl Nationals!”
The Chili Bowl Midget Nationals is
an indoor midget car race.
It takes place in January, two weeks
after Christmas, on a 1/4 mile dirt
track at the Tulsa Expo Center in
Tulsa, Oklahoma, United States.
NASCAR calls it the "biggest Midget
race of the year". It is nicknamed the
"Super Bowl of midget racing".
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